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Developer's Guide to the Force.com Platform 2008 this is a
mini tutorial guide that discusses the most important and the
most frequently used technical aspects of visualforce
development thereby making it a perfect companion for
visualforce developers this book is for visualforce developers who
are looking for a pocket guide that will resolve their most
frequently faced issues
Visualforce Developer's Guide 2013 a guide for developers and
integrators working with salesforce marketing cloud this book
describes the core concepts components api methods and
procedural steps required to build integrated customer journeys
using journey builder
Journey Builder Developer's Guide 2015-04-17 get to grips with
the advanced features of apex programming for salesforce
developers using this comprehensive guide key featuresdiscover
how to build reliable applications with apex by avoiding common
mistakes and pitfallslearn how to use the different asynchronous
programming tools in apexprofile and improve the performance of
your apex codebook description as applications built on the
salesforce platform are now a key part of many organizations
developers are shifting focus to apex salesforce s proprietary
programming language as a salesforce developer it is important
to understand the range of tools at your disposal how and when to
use them and best practices for working with apex mastering
apex programming will help you explore the advanced features of
apex programming and guide you in delivering robust solutions
that scale this book starts by taking you through common apex
mistakes debugging exception handling and testing you ll then
discover different asynchronous apex programming options and
develop custom apex rest web services the book shows you how
to define and utilize batch apex queueable apex and scheduled
apex using common scenarios before teaching you how to define
publish and consume platform events and restful endpoints with
apex finally you ll learn how to profile and improve the
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performance of your apex application including architecture trade
offs with code examples used to facilitate discussion throughout
by the end of the book you ll have developed the skills needed to
build robust and scalable applications in apex what you will
learnunderstand common coding mistakes in apex and how to
avoid them using best practicesfind out how to debug a salesforce
apex application effectivelyexplore different asynchronous apex
options and their common use casesdiscover tips to work
effectively with platform eventsdevelop custom apex rest services
to allow inbound integrationsbuild complex logic and processes
on the salesforce platformwho this book is for this book is for
salesforce developers who are interested in mastering apex
programming skills you ll also find this book helpful if you re an
experienced java or c developer looking to switch to apex
programming for developing apps on the salesforce platform
basic apex programming knowledge is essential to understand the
concepts covered
Mastering Apex Programming 2020-11-20 build and deploy
scalable applications on the salesforce lightning platform using
the latest features of spring 19 key featuresan end to end guide
with practice tests to help you achieve the salesforce platform
developer certificationdesign data models user interfaces and
business logic for your custom applicationsunderstand the
complete development life cycle from designing to testingbook
description salesforce lightning platform used to build enterprise
apps is being increasingly adopted by admins business analysts
consultants architects and especially developers with this
salesforce certification you ll be able to enhance your
development skills and become a valuable member of your
organization this certification guide is designed to be completely
aligned with the official exam study guide for the latest salesforce
certified platform developer i release and includes updates from
spring 19 starting with salesforce fundamentals and performing
data modeling and management you ll progress to automating
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logic and processes and working on user interfaces with
salesforce components finally you ll learn how to work with
testing frameworks perform debugging and deploy metadata and
get to grips with useful tips and tricks each chapter concludes
with sample questions that are commonly found in the exam and
the book wraps up with mock tests to help you prepare for the
dev501 certification exam by the end of the book you ll be ready
to take the exam and earn your salesforce certified platform
developer i certification what you will learnsolve sample
questions and mock tests and work with exam patternsgain an
understanding of declarative salesforce tools such as process
builder flows and many morecode in salesforce using the
developer console and idesgrasp the basics of object oriented
programmingwrite apex classes visualforce pages and apex test
classes with easy to follow stepsexplore the different deployment
tools that you can use to push metadata to different
environmentsbuild custom declarative apps and programs on
force com platformswho this book is for the salesforce platform
developer i certification guide is for you if you want to learn how
to develop and deploy business logic and user interfaces using the
capabilities of the lightning platform no prior knowledge of apex
programming is required
The developer's guide to the Force.com platform 2008 this is
a mini tutorial guide that discusses the most important and the
most frequently used technical aspects of visualforce
development thereby making it a perfect companion for
visualforce developers this book is for visualforce developers who
are looking for a pocket guide that will resolve their most
frequently faced issues
Salesforce Platform Developer I Certification Guide 2019-05-24
design secure test and deploy apis with mulesoft and integrate it
with salesforce to maximize productivity key features build
implement transform secure test and deploy apis using anypoint
studio and anypoint platform integrate mulesoft with salesforce
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and other end systems to build an application network enhance
your salesforce and mulesoft skills and employability with
interview and certification tips and tricks book
descriptionmulesoft for salesforce developers will help you build
state of the art enterprise solutions with flexible and scalable
integration capabilities using mulesoft s anypoint platform and
anypoint studio if you re a salesforce developer looking to get
started with this useful tool look no further this book will get you
up to speed in no time leveling up your integration developer
skills this essential guide will first introduce you to the
fundamentals of mulesoft and api led connectivity before walking
you through the api life cycle and the anypoint studio ide once
you have the ide set up you ll be ready to create mule applications
you ll look at the core components of mulesoft and anypoint
platform and before long you ll know how to build transform
secure test and deploy applications using the wide range of
components available to you finally you ll learn about using
connectors to integrate mulesoft with salesforce and to fulfill a
number of use cases which will be covered in depth along with
interview and certification tips by the end of this book you will be
confident building mulesoft integrations at an enterprise scale
and be able to gain the fundamental mulesoft certification mcd
what you will learn understand how to use mulesoft to achieve api
led connectivity design and create documentation for your api
develop mule applications and run them in anypoint studio
monitor your applications from anypoint platform transform your
data using dataweave use the ci cd and mule maven plugins run
tests using munit and generate a code coverage report use best
practices to maintain coding standards who this book is for this
book is for salesforce developers who want to get started with
mulesoft salesforce architects will also find the concepts covered
in the book useful in designing salesforce solutions prior
knowledge of any programming language and some basic
integration concepts will be helpful alongside basic familiarity
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with salesforce development and experience with at least one
salesforce api including the soap api rest api bulk api or
streaming api
Visualforce Developer's Guide 2013-09 salesforce developer all
in onedetails of this book learn salesforce and become a ninjathis
book content all the details related salesforce that you have to
know for study crack the salesforce job interviews along with two
very important certification guides likes salesforce scenario based
questions and answers salesforce lightning components lightning
aura components salesforce marketing clouds along with codes
that s helps you to clear the each and every thing from the
beginning to advance also this books contents two important
salesforce certification guide you can get mostly commons
questions that maybe come in the exam read all the questions and
answers of this books carefully and then take some free and paid
mock test for the exam exam links are in last page of this book be
confidence and you will definitely clear the exam topics salesforce
scenario based interview questions and answers lightning aura
component and lightning component salesforce marketing cloud
salesforce platform developer i certification guide salesforce
platform developer il certification guide
MuleSoft for Salesforce Developers 2022-09-30 advance your
apex programming skills to the next level with best practices
proven techniques and practical code samples with this updated
edition along with the most recent advancements in apex key
features understand the various integration asynchronous
processing options in apex and how to use them to scale you
application learn how to integrate external systems with apex
through both inbound and outbound integrations profile and
improve the performance of your apex code book
descriptionapplications built on the salesforce platform are now a
key part of many organizations it systems with more complex and
integrated solutions being delivered every day as a salesforce
developer working with apex it is important to understand the
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range and variety of tools at your disposal how and when to use
them and what the best practices are this revised second edition
includes a complete restructuring and five new chapters filled
with detailed content on the latest salesforce innovations
including integrating with dataweave in apex and utilizing flow
and apex together to build scalable applications with
administrators this salesforce book starts with a discussion
around common mistakes debugging exception handling and
testing the second section focuses on the different asynchronous
apex programming options to help you build more scalable
applications before the third section focuses on integrations
including working with platform events and developing custom
apex rest web services finally the book finishes with a section
dedicated to profiling and improving the performance of your
apex including architecture with code examples used to facilitate
discussion throughout by the end of the book you will be able to
develop robust and scalable applications in apex with confidence
what you will learn understand common apex mistakes and how
to avoid them through best practices learn how to debug apex
code effectively discover the different asynchronous apex options
common use cases and best practices extend the capabilities of
the salesforce platform with the power of integrations parse and
manipulate data easily with the use of dataweave functions
develop custom apex rest services to allow inbound integrations
profile and improve the performance of your apex code who this
book is fordevelopers who have basic to intermediate apex
programming knowledge and are interested in mastering apex
programming while exploring the salesforce com platform this
book is also ideal for experienced java or c developers who are
moving to apex programming for developing apps on the
salesforce platform basic apex programming knowledge is
assumed
Salesforce Developer All In One (Salesforce Platform Developer I
And Il Certification Guide, Marketing Cloud, Lightning Aura
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Component and Lightning Component, Scenario Based)
2021-05-07 mastering apex programming helps beginner to
intermediate salesforce developers to understand the apex
language its advanced features and best practices so that they
can build robust cloud based applications that scale
Mastering Apex Programming 2023-11-29 you want to know how
to ensure your business can scale in order to do that you need the
answer to how does your business rank on sales and marketing
activities the problem is is your organization managing any single
business process for your customers which makes you feel asking
how does the solution handle core business processes we believe
there is an answer to problems like what kind of business data
does the app utilize we understand you need to manage shared
data across many business functions which is why an answer to
what kind of business data does the app need to interact with is
important here s how you do it with this book 1 reimagine your
future while accelerating business today 2 gain more business
from existing clients 3 make software security metrics meaningful
to business and technical application owners so what type of
business do you plan to have or already have this salesforce
developer critical questions skills assessment book puts you in
control by letting you ask what s important and in the meantime
ask yourself what business model does salesforce use so you can
stop wondering how does it fit into your business goals and
instead indicate that your product is for salesforce this salesforce
developer guide is unlike books you re used to if you re looking
for a textbook this might not be for you this book and its included
digital components is for you who understands the importance of
asking great questions this gives you the questions to uncover the
salesforce developer challenges you re facing and generate better
solutions to solve those problems includes all the tools you need
to an in depth salesforce developer skills assessment featuring
new and updated case based questions organized into seven core
levels of salesforce developer maturity this skills assessment will
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help you identify areas in which salesforce developer
improvements can be made in using the questions you will be
better able to diagnose salesforce developer projects initiatives
organizations businesses and processes using accepted diagnostic
standards and practices implement evidence based best practice
strategies aligned with overall goals integrate recent advances in
salesforce developer and process design strategies into practice
according to best practice guidelines using the skills assessment
tool gives you the salesforce developer scorecard enabling you to
develop a clear picture of which salesforce developer areas need
attention your purchase includes access to the salesforce
developer skills assessment digital components which gives you
your dynamically prioritized projects ready tool that enables you
to define show and lead your organization exactly with what s
important
Mastering Apex Programming - Second Edition 2023-10 this
book contains all the details related to salesforce thatyou have to
know for study crackthe salesforce job interviews along with two
very important certification guides likes salesforce scenariobased
questions and answers salesforce lightning components lightning
aura components salesforce marketing clouds along with codes
that helps you to clear each and every thing from the beginningto
advance also this book contains two important salesforce
certificationguides you can get mostly commonquestions that
maybe come in the exam read all the questions and answers
ofthis books carefully and then take some free and paid mock test
for the exam exam links are in last page of this book be
confidence and you will definitelyclear the exam topics 1
salesforce scenario based interview questions and answers 2
lightning aura component and lightning component 3 salesforce
marketing cloud 4 salesforce platform developer i certification
guide 5 salesforce platform developer il certification guide
Salesforce Developer Critical Questions Skills Assessment
2022-09-28 get up to speed with the essential concepts and
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techniques necessary to prepare for the salesforce platform app
builder certification exam key featuresprepare for the salesforce
platform app builder certification exam by exploring important
concepts and expert tips and techniquesdesign the data model
user interface business logic and security for custom
appsunderstand the key milestones and considerations when
managing an application lifecyclebook description do you want to
be able to confidently design and build apps that support business
processes within the lightning platform salesforce platform app
builder certification guide not only helps you to do this but also
prepares you for the certification exam the book starts by
describing the core capabilities of the lightning platform you ll
learn techniques for data modeling to design build and deploy
apps without writing code and achieve rapid results with the
declarative capabilities that the lightning platform provides next
you ll explore utilities for importing and exporting data and the
features available in the lightning platform to restrict and extend
access to objects fields and records you ll also be able to
customize the salesforce lightning experience user interface ui
and build functionality for custom buttons links and actions later
this certification study guide will take you through reporting and
the social and mobile features of the lightning platform finally you
ll get to grips with salesforce build environments and deployment
options by the end of this salesforce book you ll not only have
learned how to build data models enforce data security and
implement business logic and process automation but also have
gained the confidence to pass the platform app builder exam and
achieve salesforce certification what you will learnexplore the
core features of the lightning platformdesign and build an
appropriate data model for a given scenarioidentify the lightning
platform s features and capabilitiescustomize the salesforce
lightning experience uiimplement business logic and process
automationidentify the capabilities of declarative
customizationwho this book is for this book is for beginners and
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aspiring developers who want to learn how to build apps on the
salesforce platform or pass the salesforce platform app builder
certification exam salesforce administrators and existing
salesforce lightning platform developers looking to learn more
about the declarative non programmatic app building capabilities
of the salesforce lightning platform will also find this book useful
Salesforce All In One (Salesforce Platform Developer I And Il
Certification Guide, Marketing Cloud, Lightning Aura Component
and Lightning Component, Scenario Based 2021-01-25 do you
have an it and or technical person internally who will be involved
in the project does it involve a thirdparty consultation or the
customers can do it by themselves does your organization have
multiple avenues through which it sells products and services
how do you ensure access is only given for a limited period of
time for the application how much money is spent on your
product or service within your geographic market area what
actually happens when you enable person accounts and what are
the consequences what are the reasons that you have received
the most when the users discontinue the usage what happens if
one department looks after products and another after accounts
contacts what step should the admin take to remove the included
products from the line item table when is a bundle of products a
new product and when is it just a promotional price this senior
salesforce developer guide is unlike books you re used to if you re
looking for a textbook this might not be for you this book and its
included digital components is for you who understands the
importance of asking great questions this gives you the questions
to uncover the senior salesforce developer challenges you re
facing and generate better solutions to solve those problems
defining designing creating and implementing a process to solve a
challenge or meet an objective is the most valuable role in every
group company organization and department unless you re
talking a one time single use project there should be a process
that process needs to be designed by someone with a complex
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enough perspective to ask the right questions someone capable of
asking the right questions and step back and say what are we
really trying to accomplish here and is there a different way to
look at it this self assessment empowers people to do just that
whether their title is entrepreneur manager consultant vice
president cxo etc they are the people who rule the future they are
the person who asks the right questions to make senior salesforce
developer investments work better this senior salesforce
developer all inclusive self assessment enables you to be that
person includes all the tools you need to an in depth senior
salesforce developer self assessment featuring new and updated
case based questions organized into seven core levels of senior
salesforce developer maturity this self assessment will help you
identify areas in which senior salesforce developer improvements
can be made in using the questions you will be better able to
diagnose senior salesforce developer projects initiatives
organizations businesses and processes using accepted diagnostic
standards and practices implement evidence based best practice
strategies aligned with overall goals integrate recent advances in
senior salesforce developer and process design strategies into
practice according to best practice guidelines using the self
assessment tool gives you the senior salesforce developer
scorecard enabling you to develop a clear picture of which senior
salesforce developer areas need attention your purchase includes
access to the senior salesforce developer self assessment digital
components which gives you your dynamically prioritized projects
ready tool that enables you to define show and lead your
organization exactly with what s important
Salesforce Platform App Builder Certification Guide 2020-11-13
deliver impressive enterprise grade applications using the
salesforce platform with the help of established architectural
patterns and best developer practices key featuresuse the latest
capabilities of the salesforce platform to code robust apps and
web experiences with an extended focus on lightning
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componentsbranch out to java node js and other languages with a
new chapter exploring app development capabilities using heroku
and functionsextend your application with access to external
services following new coverage of openapi enabled api
servicesbook description salesforce makes architecting enterprise
grade applications easy and secure but you ll need guidance to
leverage its full capabilities and deliver top notch products for
your customers this fourth edition brings practical guidance to
the table taking you on a journey through building and shipping
enterprise grade apps this guide will teach you advanced
application architectural design patterns such as separation of
concerns unit testing and dependency injection you ll also get to
grips with apex and fflib create scalable services with java node js
and other languages using salesforce functions and heroku and
find new ways to test lightning uis these key topics alongside a
new chapter on exploring asynchronous processing features are
unique to this edition you ll also benefit from an extensive case
study based on how the salesforce platform delivers solutions by
the end of this salesforce book whether you are looking to publish
the next amazing application on appexchange or build packaged
applications for your organization you will be prepared with the
latest innovations on the platform what you will learncreate and
deploy packaged apps for your own business or for
appexchangeunderstand enterprise application architecture
patternscustomize the mobile and desktop user experience with
lightning componentsmanage large data volumes with
asynchronous processing and big data strategieslearn how to go
beyond the apex language and utilize java and node js to scale
your skills and code with heroku and salesforce functionstest and
optimize salesforce lightning uisuse connected apps external
services and objects along with aws integration tools to access off
platform code and data with your applicationwho this book is for
if you are a salesforce developer who wants to unlock the true
potential of the salesforce platform and deliver complex scalable
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applications within your company or for use in large enterprises
you target through appexchange then you have come to the right
place you will need a solid foundation of salesforce development
to dive into this book it is here to elevate your skills not teach you
the basics
Senior Salesforce Developer Critical Questions Skills Assessment
2022-10-18 get started developing on the force com platform in
no time with step by step guidance starting with setting up your
developer environment and progressing through to deploying to
production you will learn industry best practices to release robust
custom applications with tangible benefits to your company or
your client geared specifically toward beginning developers
beginning salesforce developer establishes a strong
understanding of basic code constructs through examples rather
than simply explaining how to use the platform you will receive a
comprehensive understanding of why allowing you to address
platform quirks and gotchas that might occur the book also serves
to lay the foundation for continuing on to salesforce developer pro
what you ll learn configure your salesforce development
environment understand the salesforce data model and query
languages create basic apex triggers use standard controllers
with basic visualforce pages utilize visualforce with custom built
apex controllers write test coverage who this book is for
salesforce administrators who wish to transition into developing
on the force com platform the book also serves as a quick
immersion into the world of development for complete beginners
through proprietary salesforce development languages on the
force com platform
Salesforce Platform Enterprise Architecture 2023-03-31 this
practical guide brings devops principles to salesforce
development it fits together two major movements within the it
world the movement to software platform as a service saas paas
and the devops movement while saas and paas allow companies
to invest in their core competencies rather than maintain their
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own infrastructure the goal of devops is to optimize the process of
delivering software innovation and value the release of salesforce
dx in late 2017 unlocks the possibility of a true devops workflow
on salesforce but devops is new to the salesforce world and there
is not a widespread understanding of its goals and methods and
so adoption of salesforce dx is still in the early stages mastering
salesforce devops explains how to build a powerful and
comprehensive devops workflow for salesforce allowing you to
finally deploy the world s most innovative platform using the
world s most effective and efficient techniques it addresses the
need for a comprehensive guide to devops for salesforce allowing
teams to bring proven practices from the it world to resolve the
hardest problems facing salesforce developers today what you
will learn improve company performance and software delivery
performance using salesforce dx translate devops concepts into
the unique language and practices of salesforce understand why
and how you can implement salesforce dx to achieve greater
productivity and innovation enable continuous delivery on
salesforce build packages and architect code so it can be
deployed easily allow admins to participate in what has
traditionally been a developer workflow know the techniques for
reducing the stress and risk of deployment apply the full range of
automated tests that can be used on salesforce who this book is
for salesforce developers release managers and those managing
salesforce development teams who need a guide to devops and
devops specialists who need to apply familiar concepts to
salesforce
Beginning Salesforce Developer 2017-12-05 new or intermediate
developers will want to use this hands on guide to prepare for the
salesforce certified platform app builder credential awarded for
designing building and implementing applications using the
declarative customization capabilities of the salesforce platform
this is the first book available covering this content and salesforce
training is very costly this book is filled with real world examples
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and hands on exercises enabling you to prepare for the
certification exam in a short span of time multiple choice study
questions and exercises are included to help you apply what you
learn in each chapter author rakesh gupta explains salesforce
platform fundamentals including knowledge about the limitations
of the declarative platform and when to use programmatic
development versus the appexchange data management and data
analytics are covered and you will learn how to set up
organization wide features that affect the look and feel of your
application sandbox design patterns and process automation tools
available in salesforce are discussed and you will know when to
use them you will become familiar with a wide array of topics
including designing a mobile app and reporting in salesforce what
you will learn know when to use declarative development versus
programmatic development versus the appexchange understand
the salesforce data model field type when to use which fields and
how and when to use an external object in salesforce be familiar
with security and settings in salesforce see how easily users can
migrate to the lightning experience from the classic platform
implement business process automation using declarative
features apply the automation process in salesforce utilize
process builder and manage its power to automate business
processes use sandboxes and deployment tools who this book is
for new or intermediate salesforce developers or anyone in the
salesforce development arena who wants to learn or explore the
platform
LIGHTNING WEB COMPONENTS (LWC) DEVELOPMENT
ON THE SALESFORCE PLATFORM 2023 if you are a developer
who wants to learn how to develop and deploy applications from
the salesforce com platform then this book is for you no prior
knowledge of salesforce is necessary
Mastering Salesforce DevOps 2019-10-30 unleash lightning
components lwc for salesforce cloud key features acquire a
comprehensive understanding of the lightning component
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framework covering all its intricate details develop advanced
skills in effectively managing events and data within your
lightning component lwc applications gain expertise in ensuring
the security of your lwc applications by leveraging the robust
tools provided by salesforce description embark on a
transformative journey into the world of salesforce lightning
components lwc with this comprehensive guide from laying the
foundation to honing advanced skills in lwc debugging and testing
each chapter seamlessly builds upon the last empowering
developers to navigate the intricate world of salesforce lwc
development the book begins by creating your first lwc and
delving into the intricacies of lightning components it explores
the seamless integration of salesforce data and master event
management with events in lwc next it moves on to navigate the
relationship between lwc and flows unlocking the potential of
lightning out for standalone applications readers will dive deep
into the aesthetics with salesforce lightning design system
enhancing their components with style it will also help you
safeguard your applications by understanding lwc security
measures and learn debugging and testing in the lwc
environment in the final chapters immerse yourself in working
with aura components and seamlessly migrate them to lwcs
providing an insightful transition to advanced development
techniques what will you learn master the intricacies of lightning
component lwc development for the salesforce cloud effectively
utilize lightning data service for seamless data management
establish robust communication channels between lightning
component lwc using lightning message service integrate your
lightning components lwc seamlessly into complex flows create
standalone applications with the powerful capabilities of lightning
out perfect the art of styling your components using the lightning
design system implement advanced security measures to ensure
the development of robust and secure lwc applications who is this
book for this book is meticulously designed for salesforce
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developers consultants it professionals aiming to broaden their
expertise into lightning components seeking comprehensive
insights and expanding their skill set whether you re a beginner
or an experienced professional in the salesforce ecosystem this
handbook provides a practical and in depth resource to enhance
proficiency in lightning components covering debugging testing
and advanced development techniques table of contents 1
introduction 2 creating your first lwc 3 lwc in detail 4 using
salesforce data 5 events in lwc 6 lwc and flows 7 lightning out 8
salesforce lightning design system 9 lwc security 10 lwc
debugging and testing 11 appendix 1 aura lwc co existence 12
appendix 2 migrate aura components to lwcs index
Salesforce Platform App Builder Certification 2019-12-16
learn to harness the power of the apex language to build
salesforce applications key features a learn how to work with the
apex language a learn how to develop apex triggers a learn how
to use soql and sosl to retrieve data a learn how to write object
oriented salesforce code a explore the best practices to deliver
scalable and maintainable code description this book covers the
fundamentals of the salesforce apex programming language used
by developers to build powerful applications in the cloud in this
book you will learn how to work with the apex language to build
scalable applications that can interact with and update data from
your users we cover the language from the ground up introducing
programming concepts such as variables and control statements
alongside clear and concise examples to help you understand the
key concepts and features platform specific features such as apex
triggers soql and sosl are covered in detail to help ensure you
deliver robust and scalable solutions nuances and best practices
for development are discussed along with how to effectively test
your code to ensure that you can deploy it to users with
confidence object oriented programming in apex is also covered
in depth to ensure that you can develop dynamic solutions and
build for the future the book also discusses and shows developers
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how to integrate with third party solutions using rest apis in apex
by the end of the book the reader will know how to start
developing applications using apex with confidence what will you
learn a learn how to declare variables in apex a understand how
to work with collections in apex a use different control statements
within apex to control program flow a learn how to use the built
in tools to test in apex a understand how to make callouts to
external applications and data sources who this book is for this
book is intended for those starting out with apex whether existing
salesforce admins or those joining the salesforce ecosystem with
little professional prior programming experience such as students
the reader is expected to have some basic familiarity with
salesforce as a platform although key concepts are reviewed table
of contents 0 introduction 1 an introduction to the salesforce
platform 2 what is apex 3 variables in apex 4 collections 5 control
statements 6 apex triggers 7 soql 8 sosl 9 defining apex classes
10 apex class inheritance 11 testing apex 12 callouts in apex 13
epilogue about the author paul battisson is a 7x salesforce mvp
holds numerous salesforce certifications is a salesforce certified
instructor and co leader of the leeds salesforce developer group
he runs the cloudbites tv website and youtube channel which has
over 108k views of free training content for salesforce admins
developers and architects he is the coo of cloud galacticos a uk
based salesforce consulting partner your blog links paulbattisson
com cloudbites tv your linkedin profile linkedin com in
paulbattisson
Learning Force.com Application Development 2015-04-27
migrate your data to salesforce and build low maintenance and
high performing data integrations to get the most out of
salesforce and make it a go to place for all your organization s
customer information when companies choose to roll out
salesforce users expect it to be the place to find any and all
information related to a customer the coveted client 360 view on
the day you go live users expect to see all their accounts contacts
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and historical data in the system they also expect that data
entered in other systems will be exposed in salesforce
automatically and in a timely manner this book shows you how to
migrate all your legacy data to salesforce and then design
integrations to your organization s mission critical systems as the
salesforce platform grows more powerful it also grows in
complexity whether you are migrating data to salesforce or
integrating with salesforce it is important to understand how
these complexities need to be reflected in your design developing
data migrations and integrations with salesforce covers
everything you need to know to migrate your data to salesforce
the right way and how to design low maintenance high
performing data integrations with salesforce this book is written
by a practicing salesforce integration architect with dozens of
salesforce projects under his belt the patterns and practices
covered in this book are the results of the lessons learned during
those projects what you ll learn know how salesforce s data
engine is architected and why use the salesforce data apis to load
and extract data plan and execute your data migration to
salesforce design low maintenance high performing data
integrations with salesforce understand common data integration
patterns and the pros and cons of each know real time integration
options for salesforce be aware of common pitfalls build reusable
transformation code covering commonly needed salesforce
transformation patterns who this book is for those tasked with
migrating data to salesforce or building ongoing data integrations
with salesforce regardless of the etl tool or middleware chosen
project sponsors or managers nervous about data tracks putting
their projects at risk aspiring salesforce integration and or
migration specialists salesforce developers or architects looking
to expand their skills and take on new challenges
Ultimate Salesforce LWC Developers’ Handbook 2023-12-20 learn
everything you need to become a successful data architect on the
salesforce platform key features adopt best practices relating to
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data governance and learn how to implement them learn how to
work with data in salesforce while maintaining scalability and
security of an instance gain insights into managing large data
volumes in salesforce book description as salesforce orgs mature
over time data management and integrations are becoming more
challenging than ever salesforce data architecture and
management follows a hands on approach to managing data and
tracking the performance of your salesforce org you ll start by
understanding the role and skills required to become a successful
data architect the book focuses on data modeling concepts how to
apply them in salesforce and how they relate to objects and fields
in salesforce you ll learn the intricacies of managing data in
salesforce starting from understanding why salesforce has chosen
to optimize for read rather than write operations after developing
a solid foundation you ll explore examples and best practices for
managing your data you ll understand how to manage your
master data and discover what the golden record is and why it is
important for organizations next you ll learn how to align your
mdm and crm strategy with a discussion on salesforce s customer
360 and its key components you ll also cover data governance its
multiple facets and how gdpr compliance can be achieved with
salesforce finally you ll discover large data volumes ldvs and best
practices for migrating data using apis by the end of this book
you ll be well versed with data management data backup storage
and archiving in salesforce what you will learn understand the
salesforce data architecture explore various data backup and
archival strategies understand how the salesforce platform is
designed and how it is different from other relational databases
uncover tools that can help in data management that minimize
data trust issues in your salesforce org focus on the salesforce
customer 360 platform its key components and how it can help
organizations in connecting with customers discover how
salesforce can be used for gdpr compliance measure and monitor
the performance of your salesforce org who this book is for this
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book is for aspiring architects salesforce admins and developers
you will also find the book useful if you re preparing for the
salesforce data architecture and management exam a basic
understanding of salesforce is assumed
Learning Salesforce Development with Apex 2020-09-03 this
practical guide brings devops principles to salesforce
development it fits together two major movements within the it
world the movement to software platform as a service saas paas
and the devops movement while saas and paas allow companies
to invest in their core competencies rather than maintain their
own infrastructure the goal of devops is to optimize the process of
delivering software innovation and value the release of salesforce
dx in late 2017 unlocks the possibility of a true devops workflow
on salesforce but devops is new to the salesforce world and there
is not a widespread understanding of its goals and methods and
so adoption of salesforce dx is still in the early stages mastering
salesforce devops explains how to build a powerful and
comprehensive devops workflow for salesforce allowing you to
finally deploy the world s most innovative platform using the
world s most effective and efficient techniques it addresses the
need for a comprehensive guide to devops for salesforce allowing
teams to bring proven practices from the it world to resolve the
hardest problems facing salesforce developers today what you
will learn improve company performance and software delivery
performance using salesforce dx translate devops concepts into
the unique language and practices of salesforce understand why
and how you can implement salesforce dx to achieve greater
productivity and innovation enable continuous delivery on
salesforce build packages and architect code so it can be
deployed easilyallow admins to participate in what has
traditionally been a developer workflow know the techniques for
reducing the stress and risk of deploymentapply the full range of
automated tests that can be used on salesforce who this book is
for salesforce developers release managers and those managing
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salesforce development teams who need a guide to devops and
devops specialists who need to apply familiar concepts to
salesforce
Developing Data Migrations and Integrations with Salesforce
2018-12-18 harness chatgpt for streamlined flows effective
configuration proficient code writing and enhanced project
activities key features boost your processes for improved quality
and reduce costs by incorporating chatgpt into salesforce projects
optimize project workflows and align technical capabilities with
business goals integrate chatgpt s strengths with salesforce
expertise to innovate business analysis coding and testing
approaches purchase of the print or kindle book includes a free
pdf ebook book descriptionchatgpt for salesforce development is
an indispensable guide for salesforce business analysts
developers testers and product owners seeking to integrate
chatgpt into their workflow this book delves into the intricacies of
salesforce design configuration coding and testing demonstrating
how chatgpt can simplify complex setups and enhance project
team efficiency with this book you ll unlock the effective use of
chatgpt for crafting user stories that align seamlessly with project
goals learn how to design and implement salesforce flows and
quickly write clear comprehensive and high quality project
documentation as you advance you ll leverage chatgpt to write
new apex code decipher existing code and explore the
development of web services and callouts this book spans trigger
creation and the development of lightning components lwc
highlighting how these can accelerate the development process
applying chatgpt s debugging capabilities you ll swiftly identify
and resolve salesforce issues to uphold the integrity and
performance of your salesforce applications by the end of this
book you ll be adept at integrating chatgpt at every stage of
salesforce project delivery from initial configuration to final
testing what you will learn masterfully craft detailed and
engaging user stories tailored for salesforce projects leverage
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chatgpt to design cutting edge features within the salesforce
ecosystem transforming ideas into functional and intuitive
solutions explore the integration of chatgpt for configuring
salesforce environments write salesforce flows with chatgpt
enhancing workflow automation and efficiency develop custom
lwcs with chatgpt s assistance discover effective testing
techniques using chatgpt for optimized performance and
reliability who this book is for this book is for salesforce
developers offering insights into using chatgpt to enhance their
coding and configuration abilities it s an invaluable resource for
business analysts looking to use chatgpt to translate complex
requirements into actionable solutions for testers this book covers
methods to leverage chatgpt for more effective testing processes
ensuring higher quality outcomes product owners will gain
insights into optimizing project workflows and aligning technical
capabilities with business goals making this book a must have for
salesforce project team members
Salesforce Data Architecture and Management 2021-07-30
learn how to build logic into your apps by configuring salesforce
com lightning process builder and visual workflow software tools
to meet the needs of your organization without the use of code
you will be able to build workflow diagrams on the salesforce com
platform and perform complex logic individuals who have created
workflow diagrams in other applications e g microsoft visio will
feel very comfortable using these two tools from salesforce if you
find yourself in a situation where a standard salesforce
configuration does not meet your needs you can always rely on a
developer to extend the functionality through visualforce and
apex code what if you could take back that control and not rely on
a developer or consultant with two new technologies process
builder and visual workflow introduced onto the salesforce com
platform you can accomplish much of what was normally handled
with apex code lightning process builder and visual workflow both
allow for advanced logic that standard configuration such as
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salesforce com workflow cannot do salesforce com lightning
process builder and visual workflow details how these
technologies can be used to create a call center application that
guides operators through a call with screens that change based
on the caller s responses automatically submit approvals to speed
up and streamline your business update related records for any
object being modified including standard and custom objects
Mastering Salesforce DevOps 2019-10-29 this book is not
intended to be a deep dive on security programming reporting
configuration etc but more of a high level overview on salesforce
com force com development tools methodology and other
resources we will not cover all aspects of salesforce com we
wrote this book to hopefully become an invaluable resource for
anyone new or inexperienced with the force com platform for new
administrators and developers coming on to the platform we see a
gaping hole in existing reference books this book is not intended
for end users or advanced developers this book is for people
somewhere in the middle let s say a business analyst or a new
java or net developer we would like this to be the first book you
pick up after your boss walks in and says let s take a look at
salesforce com and see if we can build some applications in the
cloud this book contains the information that we wish we had
when we started developing applications on force com
ChatGPT for Accelerating Salesforce Development
2023-12-29 use this hands on guide to build powerful solutions on
the salesforce platform without using a single line of code this
revised and expanded second edition includes process builder
flow builder lightning app builder lightning bolt solutions and
more practical salesforce development without code shows you
how to unlock the power of the salesforce platform to solve real
business problems adhering to salesforce s clicks not code mantra
salesforce expert phil weinmeister walks salesforce newcomers
and veterans through different business problems and identifies
effective and proven approaches to solutions using the platform s
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declarative framework by adopting this book as your guide you
will learn how to deliver business solutions within salesforce by
combining analysis creativity and logic with core elements such
as validation rules workflow rules processes flows formula fields
and lightning apps in addition weinmeister dissects and explains
the most useful functions and features for declarative developers
and shows you how to use them best of all weinmeister uses real
life business scenarios and visuals applying the lessons learned
from this how to guide will ultimately save you time and ensure
that your clients or internal customers are enabled equipped and
empowered what you ll learn build objects fields and relationships
to establish a sensible data model automate business processes
by using workflow process builder and flow utilize functions and
develop formulas effectively for a variety of business needs
develop approval processes to handle exception scenarios employ
actions to easily create efficient and relevant user experiences
manage your environments and deploy your solutions who this
book is for business analysts salesforce administrators and
salesforce developers
Salesforce.com Lightning Process Builder and Visual Workflow
2016-11-30 key features use the lightning platform to build
integrated scalable and robust apps focused on enterprise level
customer demands use the lightning component framework to
deliver modern and responsive user experiences targeting
multiple devices through lightning experience and salesforce
mobile extend your application with access to external services
and ai book descriptionsalesforce lightning provides a secure and
scalable platform to build deploy customize and upgrade
applications this book will take you through the architecture of
building an application on the lightning platform to help you
understand its features and best practices and ensure that your
app keeps up with your customers increasing needs as well as the
innovations on the platform this book guides you in working with
the popular apaas offering from salesforce the lightning platform
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you ll see how to build and ship enterprise grade apps that not
only leverage the platform s many productivity features but also
prepare your app to harness its extensibility and customization
capabilities you ll even get to grips with advanced application
architectural design patterns such as separation of concerns unit
testing and dependency integration you will learn to use apex and
javascript with lightning components platform events among
others with the help of a sample app illustrating patterns that will
ensure your own applications endure and evolve with the platform
finally you will become familiar with using salesforce dx to
develop publish and monitor a sample app and experience
standard application life cycle processes along with tools such as
jenkins to implement ci cd by the end of this book you will have
learned how to develop effective business apps and be ready to
explore innovative ways to meet customer demands what you will
learn create and deploy appexchange packages and manage
upgrades understand enterprise application architecture patterns
customize mobile and desktop user experience with lightning
components manage large data volumes with asynchronous
processing and big data strategies implement source control and
continuous integration add ai to your application with einstein
use lightning external services to integrate external code and
data with your lightning application who this book is for this book
is for lightning platform developers who want to discover the true
potential of the platform to develop complex scalable applications
for use in enterprise businesses
Salesforce Handbook 2011-03-01 master salesforce devops
while exploring deployment packages git workflows and
organizational monitoring using third party tools such as
salesforce dx github jenkins gearset and copado key features
learn how to build a devops culture to mitigate project risks and
boost return on investment roi delve into the principles of devops
and how to apply them in salesforce for maximum efficiency
explore salesforce devops tools with examples and strategies for
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building a robust devops stack purchase of the print or kindle
book includes a free pdf ebook book descriptionrob cowell is a
salesforce devops advocate with extensive experience as a
salesforce developer and architect guiding best practices for
salesforce devops lars malmqvist a 32x certified salesforce cta
has 15 years of experience building advanced salesforce solutions
and is the author of two books architecting ai solutions on
salesforce and salesforce anti patterns as the salesforce platform
evolves architects face increasing demand for advanced solutions
this book serves as your definitive guide to mastering effective
devops practices crucial for successful salesforce projects
beginning with cultivating a devops mindset focused on
collaboration and communication it emphasizes governance
visibility and accountability you ll delve into tools and techniques
leveraging the robust capabilities of sfdx to craft your strategy
efficiently this book stands out for its practical approach to
salesforce packaging and ci cd stack creation guiding you to build
a seamless automated change delivery system with freely
available software it addresses critical operational concerns such
as ticket management backups change monitoring and data
seeding in the final chapters you ll discover third party solutions
to expedite your salesforce devops journey empowering you to
deliver sophisticated and efficient projects what you will learn
grasp the fundamentals of integrating a devops process into
salesforce project delivery master the skill of communicating the
benefits of salesforce devops to stakeholders recognize the
significance of fostering a devops culture and its impact on
salesforce projects understand the role of metrics in devops
architecture within salesforce environments gain insights into the
components comprising a salesforce devops toolchain discover
strategies for maintaining a healthy salesforce org with a variety
of supporting devops tools who this book is for if you are a
salesforce architect or senior developer looking to bring devops
best practices to your projects this book is for you to learn from
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this book you should have a strong familiarity with salesforce
platform development both in code and low code understand
concepts such as metadata json and xml and feel at ease with
command line operations
Practical Salesforce Development Without Code 2019-07-09
wso2 made simple dive deep into the core concepts of wso2 to
overcome the challenges faced while using the enterprise
integrator about this book design create and publish services in
the wso2 technology integrate the wso2 enterprise integrator
with other components and servers log and test deployed services
who this book is for if you are a java solutions architect or
developer and are keen to understand how to build enterprise
applications with wso2 this book is for you no prior knowledge of
wso2 is expected what you will learn configure wso2 enterprise
integrator server in a production environment create soap proxies
and rest apis interact with wso2 message broker write services
using the new language ballerina schedule automatic tasks for
the services you create manage log messages depending on the
log level of the system integrate with social networks such as
twitter facebook instagram and yammer test soap services using
the tryit feature and soapui tool work with quality of services in
detail wso2 enterprise integrator brings together the most
powerful servers provided by the wso2 company for your soa
infrastructure as an enterprise service bus esb wso2 enterprise
integrator provides greater flexibility and agility to meet growing
enterprise demands whereas as a data services server dss it
provides an easy to use platform for integrating data stores
creating composite views across different data sources and
hosting data services using real world scenarios this book helps
you build a solid foundation in developing enterprise applications
with powerful data integration capabilities using the wso2 servers
the book gets you started by brushing up your knowledge about
soa architecture and how it can be implemented through wso2 it
will help build your expertise with the core concepts of esb such
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as building proxies sequences endpoints and how to work with
these in wso2 going further you will also get well acquainted with
dss data service concepts such as configuring data services tasks
events testing and much more the book will also cover api
management techniques along with esb and dss you will also
learn about business process servers the rules server and other
components that together provide the control and robustness
your enterprise applications will need with practical use cases the
book covers typical daily scenarios you will come across while
using these servers to give you hands on experience style and
approach the book is a complete guide and helps you get the right
start from understanding soa architectures to getting valuable
experience with two important integration servers such as esb
and dss it will include some real world practical scenarios to help
you master the best practices followed right across the industry
and overcome the challenges you re likely to face on a daily basis
Salesforce Lightning Platform Enterprise Architecture 2019-11-04
build real world projects like a smart contract deployment
platform betting apps wallet services and much more using
blockchain key featuresapply blockchain principles and features
for making your life and business betterunderstand ethereum for
smart contracts and dapp deploymenttackle current and future
challenges and problems relating to blockchainbook description
blockchain applications provide a single shared ledger to
eliminate trust issues involving multiple stakeholders it is the
main technical innovation of bitcoin where it serves as the public
ledger for bitcoin transactions blockchain developer s guide takes
you through the electrifying world of blockchain technology it
begins with the basic design of a blockchain and elaborates
concepts such as initial coin offerings icos tokens smart contracts
and other related terminologies you will then explore the
components of ethereum such as ether tokens transactions and
smart contracts that you need to build simple dapps blockchain
developer s guide also explains why you must specifically use
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solidity for ethereum based projects and lets you explore different
blockchains with easy to follow examples you will learn a wide
range of concepts beginning with cryptography in
cryptocurrencies and including ether security mining and smart
contracts you will learn how to use web sockets and various api
services for ethereum by the end of this learning path you will be
able to build efficient decentralized applications this learning
path includes content from the following packt products
blockchain quick reference by brenn hill samanyu chopra paul
valencourtbuilding blockchain projects by narayan prustywhat
you will learnunderstand how various components of the
blockchain architecture workget familiar with cryptography and
the mechanics behind blockchainapply consensus protocol to
determine the business sustainabilityunderstand what icos and
crypto mining are and how they workwho this book is for
blockchain developer s guide is for you if you want to get to grips
with the blockchain technology and develop your own distributed
applications it is also designed for those who want to polish their
existing knowledge regarding the various pillars of the blockchain
ecosystem prior exposure to an object oriented programming
language such as javascript is needed
Salesforce DevOps for Architects 2024-01-31 this book taps into
an inherent paradox with the ease of reliance on external cloud
providers to provide robust functionality and regular
enhancements comes as their very own audited service
organization control soc reports are quick to point out the need
for client organizations to devise and sustain a system of effective
internal controls by addressing the practitioner in the field it
provides tangible cost effective and thus pragmatic means to
mitigate key risks whilst leveraging built in cloud capabilities and
overarching principles of effective system design
WSO2 Developer's Guide 2017-09-29 advanced api security is a
complete reference to the next wave of challenges in enterprise
security securing public and private apis api adoption in both
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consumer and enterprises has gone beyond predictions it has
become the coolest way of exposing business functionalities to the
outside world both your public and private apis need to be
protected monitored and managed security is not an afterthought
but api security has evolved a lot in last five years the growth of
standards out there has been exponential that s where
advancedapi security comes in to wade through the weeds and
help you keep the bad guys away while realizing the internal and
external benefits of developing apis for your services our expert
author guides you through the maze of options and shares
industry leading best practices in designing apis for rock solid
security the book will explain in depth securing apis from quite
traditional http basic authentication to oauth 2 0 and the
standards built around it build apis with rock solid security today
with advanced api security takes you through the best practices
in designing apis for rock solid security provides an in depth
tutorial of most widely adopted security standards for api security
teaches you how to compare and contrast different security
standards protocols to find out what suits your business needs the
best
Blockchain Developer's Guide 2018-12-21 this is the second
edition of the book that earned 10 5 star reviews it s now bigger
richer and better your walk through guide to developer marketing
and relations now has 5 new chapters build your devrel dream
team and project learn from success and failure stories software
developers are gaining increasing influence within every company
they work for and work with engaging at c level is no longer
sufficient the software developer is now a powerful force in
decision making this book is intended to be the textbook for those
working or starting in developer marketing it will teach you how
to engage with developers to build a two way relationship that is
informative and empowering the book is a timely guide to
essential best practices in developer marketing which is a nascent
industry and quite unlike other areas of b2b marketing all profits
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are donated to a worthy cause details of which can be found on
the book website at developer marketing com topics covered
include running successful developer events building and
maintaining a solid community of developers how to get the most
out of email marketing how to nurture iot hardware developers
how to encourage experts in your community to advocate for you
and how to generate a mindset for content marketing in your
organization this book the first of its kind is from leading
developer marketing practitioners in some of today s largest
technology companies it collects the insight of a generation of
thought leaders within the field sharing them to the benefit of all
who are working or planning to work in the industry as it finally
takes off the goal is to accelerate best in class developer
marketing which ultimately benefits users and customers the
authors of this book reflect a diversity of experience from those
working at some of the world s most auspicious software
companies it includes chapters by developer marketing thought
leaders at accenture arm atlassian facebook google microsoft
nutanix oracle qualcomm samsung salesforce sap unity visa and
vmware and a foreword by the head of worldwide developer
marketing for amazon services the book was produced by
slashdata the company behind the future developer summit where
the most prestigious technical companies in software
development come together to share their insights and best
practices on developer marketing slashdata are also the the
leading analyst firm in the developer economy tracking global
software developer trends via the largest most comprehensive
developer surveys worldwide their research helps the top
technology firms understand who developers are what tools they
are using and where they re going next you will find this book
essential if you re working in developer marketing and want to
learn how to build your ecosystem to attract support and grow
your developer base you will learn the fundamentals if you are a
new hire entering this domain you will pick up new and deep
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insights if you are already working in developer marketing and
want to advance your career it isn t a step by step guide to
writing a developer marketing strategy but instead a toolbox for
you to gain the knowledge and practical understanding needed to
work with your audience whatever your experience you know or
soon will know that the developer audience is a tough one to
market to because they dislike aggressive or repetitive messaging
and prefer to gain early hands on experience with a product
making up their own minds by experimenting and talking to
existing users if you take away the insights of our contributors
and absorb their tips and best practices you will be well on the
way to handling any b2b marketing role
Configuring Internal Controls for Software as a Service
2018-09-12 this is a book for developers who not only want to
learn how to develop software for alexa but also want to make
money with alexa want to start a side business or a saas startup
just as in the early days of mobile when fortunes were made with
mobile apps on the app store it is now the perfect time to catch
the opportunities offered by voice apps amazon alexa the voice
platform with the broadest adoption helps developers like you and
me to develop distribute market and monetize their alexa skills on
the amazon alexa store want to develop and program alexa skills
in this book you learn step by step how to create your first alexa
skill with the alexa developer console aws lambda the alexa cli
and node js with the alexa sdk want to scale and grow your alexa
software startup you get a deep dive into the various ways of
making money with alexa you learn about the business models for
alexa skills marketing and monetizing your alexa skill on and off
the alexa store opportunities for offering in skill purchases and
about programming the various purchase and payment flows
want to build advanced alexa skills that users love the book
covers many advanced features of alexa in plain english such as
account linking audio streaming session management and much
more you learn how to personalize your skill with the user s data
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and linking the skill to popular cloud apps such as spotify google
and many more this will help you create unique apps that stand
out on the market and improve the lives of many alexa users
Advanced API Security 2014-08-28 design customized software
solutions using the salesforce application development services
key features get an overview of salesforce understand the design
and data process automate business process using salesforce
tools study up on security data management in salesforce learn
how to write code on the salesforce platform description this book
enables you to use salesforce as per your business needs you will
get an overview of all the aspects and features of salesforce
following the introduction the book focuses on how to design an
app you will then learn how to use the salesforce data process
and security architecture in the app design moving on you will
understand how to use force com to customize the ui and
automate the process lastly you will learn how to deploy and
debug the app if you are planning to get a pd1 platform developer
1 admin or app builder certification this book is for you what you
will learn get to know more about the lightning experience unit
learn how to develop reports and dashboards in salesforce get
familiar with the basics of salesforce apex coding and
programming learn how to use custom controllers and controller
extensions in salesforce learn how to integrate email services in
salesforce who this book is for this book is designed for computer
science students who want to learn salesforce it is also for
salesforce admins who wants to explore the coding part of
salesforce this book will also help professionals to clear pd1
platform developer 1 admin and app builder certification table of
contents 1 introduction to cloud computing 2 salesforce
fundamentals 3 introduction to salesforce lightning interface 4
introduction to crm 5 organisational set up 6 designing
applications on force com 7 implementing business processes 8
data management 9 data analytics reports dashboards 10 security
and access 11 introduction to chatter 12 mobile administration 13
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programming with apex 14 use soql sosl 15 dml essentials 16
trigger essential 17 creating visualforce pages 18 working with
custom controllers and controller extensions 19 more
customization less programming 20 testing essentials 21
scheduler batch email service integration 22 debugging
deployment
Developer Marketing and Relations 2019-09-03 create seamless
and structured workflows that can streamline complicated
business processes with this comprehensive bpa book key
features explore business processes for automation to add value
for your business users analyze evaluate and devise effective
ways to implement automation through salesforce flows become
an expert in flow orchestration and compose complex business
processes using real world examples tips and tricks purchase of
the print or kindle book includes a free pdf ebook book
descriptionthe low adoption of most it projects often stems from a
lack of business process automation while business users get the
functionality they need the excessive manual steps involved in
execution impede efficiency business process automation with
salesforce flows will address this issue by helping you recognize
the need for automation and guiding you through automating
such processes this book starts by quickly exploring various
aspects of process automation using salesforce flows covering
flow nuts and bolts flow structure flow execution order and
different types of flows as well as troubleshooting techniques to
manage your processes using the flow builder tool you ll then
become acquainted with the flow orchestration tool which enables
you to compose and orchestrate complex business processes
through real world scenarios you ll learn how to effectively
automate business processes follow the end to end business
process flow automate it using flow orchestration and learn how
to demystify and simplify business process automation by the end
of this book you ll be proficient in seamlessly automating your
business processes without any hassle what you will learn gain
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insights into gathering business requirements and identifying
automation needs identify opportunities for improving business
process flows translate critical steps in the business process flow
and automate them using flow builder identify different types of
salesforce flows tailored to various scenarios optimize and
troubleshoot salesforce flows for increased efficiency discover
ways to implement complex business process automation through
flow orchestration who this book is for this book is for system
administrators technical team members and business analysts
with a solid understanding of the salesforce crm software who
want to effectively automate business processes using salesforce
flows administrative level salesforce experience along with some
technical experience working with automation tools like workflow
process builder and flows will facilitate a better comprehension of
the concepts covered in this book
Making Money with Alexa Skills – A Developer’s Guide
2019-03-06
Cloud Computing Using Salesforce 2021-01-02
Business Process Automation with Salesforce Flows 2023-12-15
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